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ESD workshop series 2024:
1. Introduction to Education for Sustainable Development (8-9/2, online)
2. There’s no perfect solution to real-world problems: 

Teaching sustainability with wicked problems (29/2)

3. Engineers are human beings too: Dealing with values, emotions, 
and morality (1/3)

4. I’m not an expert in sustainability! (18-19/3, online)
5. How to integrate sustainability into already crammed courses (29/5)

6. Meeting students’ expectations and leveraging their engagement (30/5)



Meeting students’ 
expectations and leveraging 
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Workshop outline

• Who are your students?
• Progression mapping in 4 steps
• (Time for remaining questions)

Intended learning outcome: 
• Formulate intended learning 

outcomes, develop teaching and 
learning activities, and apply 
principles of progression in education 
for sustainability.



Drawing on the persona descriptions you
developed of a “typical” students, discuss 
1. the range of attitudes and prior 

knowledge you can expect your students 
to have in relation to sustainability.

2. how you could leverage your students’ 
interest and engagement for 
sustainability by connecting to their 
backgrounds, interests, personalities, 
and expected first employment.

Who are your students?



Mapping elements of ESD in your teaching/pedagogical work

In groups (5 min): Briefly discuss your experiences of working with this chart. 
What did you learn? Which parts were easiest/hardest for you to fill in?



Mapping progression in ESD – 4 steps*
1. Difficulty of ESD content

• Basic/concrete, intermediate, advanced/abstract
• Based on your own judgment and knowledge of what your 

students find difficult
2. Level of mastery of ESD key competencies

• Novice, intermediate, advanced
• Based on the framework provided in Wiek et al. (2015)

3. Levels of difficulty of ESD pedagogy
• 3-4 levels each for ways of learning, ways of teaching, 

disciplinarity
• Based on the tables on p.3

4. Overall picture

*No, you won’t finish any of these steps today, but we’ll start exploring all of them.



1. Mapping difficulty of ESD content

Individually (5 min):
1. Add a piece of sustainability-content you teach to a row in the left 

column – in the section that best describes the focus of the content 
(ecological, social, economical, or integrated sustainability).

2. Judge the level of difficulty for that piece of content.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until time is up.

In groups: Share & compare.



2. Mapping levels of mastery of ESD competencies

Individually (5 min):
1. Add a learning activity you use in your teaching to a row in the

left column – in the section for the most relevant competency/ies.
2. Judge the level of mastery for the competency/ies that your 

students are expected to develop during that learning activity.
3. Formulate a learning objective that matches the level of mastery 

for the competency/ies and the learning activity.
4. Repeat steps 1 – 3 until time is up.

In groups: Share & compare.



3. Mapping levels of difficulty of ESD pedagogy

Individually (10 min):
1. Read p.3 on Levels of difficulty for ESD pedagogy
2. Add a learning activity you use in your teaching to a row in the left column.
3. Judge the level of difficulty of the pedagogical approach you use for that 

learning activity in terms of each of the three dimensions: (a) ways of 
learning, (b) ways of teaching, and (c) disciplinarity.

4. Repeat steps 1 – 2 until time is up.

In groups: Share & compare.



4. Overall picture

Discuss in groups: 
1. Can you see any patterns in the levels of difficulty/mastery you have 

identified in your teaching? Are some levels over- or under-
represented? What could explain the (lack of) patterns you see?

2. Explore the temporal sequences in your teaching – do the levels 
of difficulty/mastery increase over time, i.e., can you identify ESD 
progression?

3. Discuss if/how you could improve ESD progression in your teaching 
to better match students’ expectations, knowledge, competencies… –
within each of the three domains (content, competencies, pedagogy) 
and/or in terms of how the domains are combined. 



Open 
questions?

Possibility to discuss more specific 
questions tomorrow, 31 May, @SEED.
Drop-in 10-12, but please tell Elizabeth 

if you plan to come.



POTENTIAL SOURCES OF FUNDING
FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

• International level: 
o Erasmus+: https://erasmuspluss.no/utlysninger-og-

tilskudd?disciplines=Høyere%20utdanning%20og%20forskning
o Nordplus: https://www.nordplusonline.org/programmes/higher-education/

• National level: 
o HK-dir – Direktoratet for høyere utdanning og kompetanse: 

https://hkdir.no/utlysninger-og-
tilskudd?disciplines=%255B%2522H%25C3%25B8yere%2520utdanning%2520og%252
0forskning%2522%255D

• NTNU level:
o NTNU Teaching Excellence (Toppundervisning): https://www.ntnu.edu/teaching-

excellence/development-projects-sfu
• Faculty level:

o Development projects at the NV faculty: 
https://www.ntnu.no/nv/utdanningsprosjekter

o Are there other faculties doing similar things...?

https://erasmuspluss.no/utlysninger-og-tilskudd%3Fdisciplines=H%C3%B8yere%2520utdanning%2520og%2520forskning
https://erasmuspluss.no/utlysninger-og-tilskudd%3Fdisciplines=H%C3%B8yere%2520utdanning%2520og%2520forskning
https://www.nordplusonline.org/programmes/higher-education/
https://hkdir.no/utlysninger-og-tilskudd?disciplines=%255B%2522H%25C3%25B8yere%2520utdanning%2520og%2520forskning%2522%255D
https://hkdir.no/utlysninger-og-tilskudd?disciplines=%255B%2522H%25C3%25B8yere%2520utdanning%2520og%2520forskning%2522%255D
https://hkdir.no/utlysninger-og-tilskudd?disciplines=%255B%2522H%25C3%25B8yere%2520utdanning%2520og%2520forskning%2522%255D
https://www.ntnu.edu/teaching-excellence/development-projects-sfu
https://www.ntnu.edu/teaching-excellence/development-projects-sfu
https://www.ntnu.no/nv/utdanningsprosjekter
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